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WHAT DOES YOUR 
SPLASHBACK SAY 
ABOUT YOU? 
DecoSplash® is a pioneering, high  
performance splashback that offers  
endless creative possibilities. Designed  
for kitchens, laundries, bathrooms and  
beyond, DecoSplash® allows you to  
choose from more than 50 decorative 
designs, or personalise your splashback 
with a custom image.

Made from solid aluminium and coated in 
a beautiful, hardwearing powder coated 
finish, DecoSplash® is a sleek solution to 
common splashback concerns, offering 
durability, design freedom and easy  
maintenance. DecoSplash® sublimation 
technology precisely reproduces  
photographs and designs onto aluminium, 

opening up a world of creative possibilities.  
From enticing landscapes to timeless  
tiles, opulent marble to flamboyant florals, 
DecoSplash® collections offer something  
for every style. 

DECO stands for quality Australian  
manufacturing and a commitment to  
effortless living. Rest assured that  
DecoSplash® is designed to endure life’s 
knocks and spills, and will maintain it’s  
lustre for many years.

Give your home a distinctive and  
contemporary edge with DecoSplash®. 
Browse the collections and request a  
sample from today. 
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SAFE 
 
DecoSplash ® is non-combustible, 
so it is safe to use behind all cooktops,  
including gas. Aluminium disperses  
heat easily, preventing the build-up  
of hot spots on the splashback.

HYGIENIC 
 
A smooth, non-porous surface,  
DecoSplash ® is easy to maintain with  
just a cloth and mild detergent. No  
grout lines mean no scrubbing, and  
forget about stains.

DURABLE 
 
Featuring a high performance sublimated 
finish, DecoSplash ® is scratch-resistant 
and will not peel or rub off. Quality  
and longevity are assured with a  
10-year warranty*.
 
 

 
VERSATILE
 
Use DecoSplash ® in the kitchen,  
bathroom, laundry or any wet area  
and install over almost any surface.  
DecoSplash ® is available in large sizes  
and is suitable for residential and  
commercial applications.

ORIGINAL 

Choose from a beautifully curated  
selection of designs or personalise  
the space by using your own image.  
Customise your DecoSplash ® with  
gloss or satin textures.

COMPLIANT 
 
DecoSplash ® adheres to all relevant 
Australian and international 
standards for splashbacks including 
those relating to durability and  
non-combustibility.

RECYCLABLE 
 
Aluminium is one of the easiest  
metals to recycle and requires  
little energy to do so. 

KEY 
FEATURES
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KITCHENS
If the kitchen is the heart of the home, you want to use the best materials and products  
available. DecoSplash® is ideal for kitchen applications due to its durability, easy cleaning  
and heat dispersion. 

As versatile as they come, DecoSplash® can be installed behind cooktops, as an island  
back, in outdoor kitchens and as a practical and decorative feature wall. DecoSplash®  
can be made to suit almost any shape, size or configuration, including around corners.

Once installed, DecoSplash®’s legendary low maintenance means that for minimal effort,  
your splashback will look as good as new well into the future.

BATHROOMS
DecoSplash®’s non-porous surface is ideal for bathroom applications. Waterproof, 
hygienic, mould-resistant and easy to clean, you can use DecoSplash® for wet area 
linings, ensuites, powder rooms, vanities, shower recesses and bath hobs.

LAUNDRIES
Luxurious laundries are having a big moment. Traditionally utilitarian, hardworking 
spaces, laundries demand a splashback or wet area lining that can balance durability 
with an on-trend design aesthetic.

DecoSplash® protects your walls and other surfaces from moisture while adding a  
contemporary feature that complements the rest of the home. 

DECOSPLASH® CAN BE USED  
ANYWHERE IN THE HOME,  
CREATING VISUAL 
CONSISTENCY THROUGHOUT. 
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DESIGNS
The options are endless. Our experts 
have scoured the earth for inspiration 
and studied the design trends to bring 
you a carefully curated selection of 
iconic splashback images and designs. 

Browse our collections or use your own 
image for an original custom splashback.  
DecoSplash® is also available in solid 
powder coat colours.

FINISHES
Once you decide on your design, it’s 
time to choose your sheen. DecoSplash® 

is available in two lustrous finishes: 
silky Gloss or natural Satin. While Gloss 
brings the glimmer, Satin offers a subtle 
texture suited to natural materials and 
softer palettes.

Enjoy either of these finishes with any 
DecoSplash® design including custom 
images. Talk to our team to discuss 
which finish is best for your  
chosen design.

CHROME EFFECT
For a moody, metallic glimmer, add 
Chrome Effect to your DecoSplash®. 
Well suited to darker splashback 
designs, the steely-grey base provides a 
subtle reflection for a range of décors. 

Check out our recommended chrome 
designs on page 42.
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Natural Luxe Collection garners inspiration from the ancient 
Mediterranean and transports it into the here and now. Opulent marble, 
earthy travertine and elegant terrazzo look equally at home amongst 
classic interiors and reimagined in colourful and contemporary contexts. 
 
A Satin finish is standard for this collection.
 
The overall effect is timeless, majestic and plush.

THE  

Natural Luxe  
Collection
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Light Marble
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THE  

Natural Luxe Collection

Blue Marble DSP-RC07-01 Light Marble DSP-RC04-01 Dark Marble DSP-RC03-01

Light Quartz DSP-RC10-01 Natural Quartz DSP-RC10-03 Dark Quartz DSP-RC10-02

Terrazzo Bianco DSP-RC09-02 Terrazzo Bruno DSP-RC09-03 Terrazzo Vivid DSP-RC09-01

Travertine DSP-RC01-01 Buttercream DSP-RC11-01 Sand Dunes DSP-RC08-01
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Dark Marble
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With a contemporary, urban feel, the Textured Collection presents an  
alternative when using materials like brick or timber is not practical.  
 
Opt for soft subtlety or make your splashback a feature in industrial or  
steampunk settings. These designs pair beautifully with the satin finish 
for maximum impact. 
 
A Satin finish is standard for this collection.

Brick Bianco

THE  

Textured  
Collection 
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White Render DSP-EL10-01

Polished Concrete DSP-DVCO-01

Brick Bianco DSP-EL08-01 Mottled Brick DSP-EL04-01 Ash Grey DSP-EL03-01

Blue Parquetry DSP-TM01-01 Weathered Timber DSP-TM02-01 Whitewash DSP-TM03-02
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Grunge Stone
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Harmonious Stone DSP-EL11-01

Brushed DSP-TX01-01

Grunge Stone DSP-MT06-01

Rust DSP-DVRU-01
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For understated simplicity, the Patterned Collection turns the spotlight on 
classic design that references Art Deco, geometry and modern Scandinavian 
styling. From light and bright pastels to sumptuous, rich hues, the linework in 
these designs suits most spaces and guarantees perennial popularity.

Gloss finish is standard for this collection.

Ornamental Circles

THE  

Patterned  
Collection 
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Geometric Cubes 17



Abstract Lines DSP-PT09-01 Geometric Cubes DSP-PT04-01 Floral Art DSP-PT08-01

Geometric leaves DSP-PT16-01 Chevron DSP-PT10-01 Scandi DSP-PT05-01

Ornamental Circles DSP-PT02-01 Swirls DSP-PT11-01 Woven DSP-PT06-01

Escape DSP-PT17-01 Waves DSP-PT18-01 Retro Triangles DSP-PT01-01

THE  

Patterned Collection
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Colour Trends
Patterns are available in these popular on-trend colours

Looking for something more minimalist? 

DecoSplash® is also available as a solid colour splashback.  
Check out our solid colour collection on page 45.

Blush DSP-CT06

Coastal DSP-CT01Ivory DSP-CT08

Rosie DSP-CT04 Forest DSP-CT07

Oatmeal DSP-CT03 Stone DSP-CT05

Tan DSP-CT02
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Tiles are timeless. Whether referencing mosaics from ancient Moroccan  
bazaars, or evoking New York subways, the Tile Collection recreates  
such classic effects while alleviating the burden of grimy grout lines. 

Gloss finish is standard for this collection.

THE  

Tiles  
Collection 

Marble Herringbone Nero
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Petite Tiles White DSP-MS17-01 Petite Tiles Green DSP-MS17-02 Petite Tiles Beige DSP-MS17-04

Fish Scales DSP-MS18-01 Hexagon Bruno DSP-MS15-02 Hexagon Bianco DSP-MS15-01

Subway Bianco DSP-MS07-10 Subway Nero DSP-MS07-01 Subway Royal DSP-MS07-03

Ceramic Tiles White DSP-MS16-02 Ceramic Tiles Pink DSP-MS16-04 Ceramic Tiles Green DSP-MS16-03
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Marble Stone Beige
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Marble Herringbone Bianco DSP-MS10-01 Marble Herringbone Nero DSP-MS10-02

Marble Stone Grey DSP-MS14-01 Marble Stone Beige DSP-MS14-02 Tiled Stones Grey DSP-MS13-01

Kit Kat DSP-MS12-01

Lisbon DSP-MS05-01 Radial DSP-MS11-01 España DSP-MS01-01
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Think lush leaves, juicy limes, and cool, clear water. The Fresh Collection feels 
like a summer holiday, channeling luscious blues and greens from nature to 
create a crisp, cleansing backdrop. Ideal for bathrooms, laundries and wet 
area linings. All options present a calming effect.

Gloss finish is standard for this collection.

THE  

Fresh  
Collection 

Eucalyptus Watercolour
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Fresh Limes
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Plunge DSP-FR04-01

Ocean Blue DSP-FR11-01

Verdure DSP-FR10-01

Fresh Limes DSP-FR15-01 Green Leaves DSP-FR08-01 Eucalyptus Watercolour DSP-FR12-01

THE  

Fresh Collection
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Verdure
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Be transported to your favourite destination with the Landscapes Collection. 
 
Whether you prefer a Parisian streetscape or a secluded sandbar, DecoSplash® can 
take you there. Feel the calming effect of nature, the excitement of the city or the 
whiff of adventure without leaving your front door. 

Gloss finish is standard for this collection.

THE  

Landscapes  
Collection 
 

Jetty
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Twelve Apostles DSP-NA11-01

Jetty DSP-H211-01

Paris DSP-MR11-01

Thailand Waterfall DSP-H212-01 
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Lake
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New York DSP-MR04-01

Australian Bush DSP-NA07-01

Countryside DSP-NA10-01

Mount Fuji DSP-NA12-01
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Embrace colour and creativity with a splashback from the Bespoke Collection.  
Choose from a range of decorative designs including statement florals, exotic prints  
or handmade details for an exuberant, glamourous and playful feature. 

Gloss finish is standard for this collection.

Art Deco

THE  

Bespoke  
Collection 
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Abstract Art
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Floral Wallpaper DSP-BS01-01

Australian Banksia DSP-BS04-01

Siren DSP-BS06-01

Abstract Art DSP-BS03-01

Birds DSP-BS02-01

Patchwork DSP-BS05-01

Art Deco DSP-BS07-01 Zebra Print DSP-BS08-01

THE  

Bespoke Collection
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Zebra Print
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DecoSplash® is an ideal waterproof lining for bathrooms and laundries as its  
non-porous surface is so easy to keep clean. Avoid the build-up of grime, mould and  
soap residue by simply wiping over regularly with a damp cloth and mild detergent. 

The Bathroom and Laundry Collection presents a hand-picked selection of designs 
ideal for bathrooms and laundries, although any design or custom image can be  
used in these spaces. 

Gloss finish is standard for this collection.

THE  

Bathroom & Laundry 
Collections

Concrete Look Tiles36



THE  

Bathroom & Laundry 
Collections

Karijini DSP-BA07-01 Lake DSP-BA08-01

Wipeout DSP-BA03-01 Waterfall DSP-BA06-01
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Cloud
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Concrete Look Tiles DSP-MS21-01

Wash DSP-PT12-01

Petite Pink DSP-MS20-01

Mosaic Tiles DSP-MS19-01
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Clouds DSP-NA14-01

Hedge DSP-NA13-01

Beach Stones DSP-H203-01

Herringbone DSP-PT16-01

Protea DSP-NA16-01

Napkin DSP-PT14-01

Droplets DSP-PT15-01 Leaf Veins DSP-NA15-01
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Protea
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The one-of-a-kind Chrome Collection is a seductive range of designs created with 
our exclusive Chrome effect finish for a truly impactful splashback.

The steely-grey aesthetic is perfect for creating an elegant and moody kitchen 
design or adding that extra something to a monochromatic bathroom.

The new Chrome effect is available for all splashback designs, but here are our top 
design picks. 

THE  

Chrome
Collection

Grey Forrest42



THE  

Chrome
Collection

Chrome-Effect 
Finish

Brushed DSP-TX01-21

Zebra DSP-BS08-21

Abstract Lines DSP-PT09-21

Floral Art DSP-PT08-21

Plunge DSP-FR04-21

New York DSP-MR04-21

Grey Forest DSP-NA04-21 Grunge Stone DSP-MT06-21 43



The DecoSplash solid colours collection has everything from neutral 
and understated tones to bold colours to make a space pop.  

Choose from the Trends Range for a contemporary colour with a 
matte finish or our carefully curated Classics Range featuring bright 
and glossy colours and stunning pearlescent finishes.  

Can’t see a colour you like? Contact us so we can find a colour to suit 
your project needs.

THE  

Solid Colours  
Collection 

Stone
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Blush DSP-CT06 Coastal DSP-CT01

Ivory DSP-CT08

Lustre DSP-PC07Oyster DSP-PC06

Rosie DSP-CT04

Forest DSP-CT07

Ink DSP-PC05

Cobalt DSP-PC04

Mandarin DSP-PC02

Oatmeal DSP-CT03

Ruby DSP-PC03 Silk DSP-PC01

Stone DSP-CT05

Tan DSP-CT02

TRENDS - Available in Matte finish

CLASSICS - Available in a Gloss finish
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Designers love DecoSplash® Custom Splashbacks as a point of difference in the 
home. Use any photo or design to personalise your splashback into something 
that is distinctly you. Showcase your favourite photographer or artist, a handmade 
design, corporate branding for commercial projects - the possibilities are endless.

Custom splashbacks use the same durable sublimation technology to ensure 
your unique DecoSplash® will stay crisp and vibrant over time. DecoSplash® 
is able to achieve photographic precision in its process, replicating lines and 
colours accurately and realistically. Just like other DecoSplash® finishes, custom 
splashbacks can be used in any application and come in either Gloss or Satin 
textures that are beautiful to touch.

DecoSplash® lets you treat your splashback as a blank canvas; DecoSplash®  
custom splashbacks are an invitation to innovate and experiment.

DISCOVER 

Custom  
Splashbacks
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DISCOVER 

Custom  
Splashbacks

If you are inspired by the idea of a custom 
DecoSplash® splashback, there are a few 
considerations to keep in mind when selecting 
your image:

1. Supply the image in the highest resolution 
you have available. This should be 10 
megabytes or more in size and at  
least 300dpi.

2. DecoSplash® accepts a range of file 
formats, including .jpeg, .tiff and  
vector files.

3. Use your own image, or find one on stock 
photo websites such as Shutterstock, 
iStockphoto and Can Stock Photo.  
These offer professional, royalty-free 
images available to download at a 
reasonable price. If opting for stock 
photography, ensure you select the 
highest file size available.

4. Contact us at any time to discuss  
your project.

TIPS ON 
SELECTING IMAGES 
FOR A CUSTOM 
SPLASHBACK 

View custom 
splashback ideas 
on the DecoSplash® 
Website.
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Rest assured, DecoSplash® complies with all relevant Australian and 
International standards for splashbacks.  

1. Qualicoat sets the standard 
for durability in powder coated 
surfaces. DecoSplash® is classed 
as Super Durable™, making it 
50% more durable than standard 
powder coating.

2. DecoSplash® fully complies with 
AS 3715 which is the Australian 
Standard for powder coating.

3. The CSIRO certified DecoSplash® 
as non-combustible in accordance 
with the National Construction 
Code (NCC).

4. DecoSplash® meets the 
requirements of AS 5601.1 as a 
fire-resistant material that is safe 
to use behind gas cooktops. A 
minimum distance of 200mm from 
the splashback to the back gas hob 
is recommended. A distance of 
100mm is recommended for other 
types of cooktops.

5. Australian power points can be 
used with metal according to AS 
3000, however they must be 
installed by a licensed electrician. 
An earth wire can be fitted to the 
splashback as an additional safety 
measure and is recommended.

AUSTRALIAN AND INTERNATIONAL 
STANDARDS COMPLIANCE INFO
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INSTALLATION  
OVERVIEW
DecoSplash® installation is 
straightforward and requires 
only a few standard materials 
and tools. With sheet sizes up 
to 1.5 x 3.6 metres, DecoSplash® 
is one of the most streamlined 
splashback installation systems 
on the market. 

DecoSplash® can be installed 
directly onto most wall surfaces 
including gyprock, tiles, bricks or 
existing splashbacks. Installation 
utilises double sided tape and 
silicon to secure the splashback 
into place.

DecoSplash® can be delivered 
cut to size, however trimming 
and powerpoint holes  
can easily be cut on site  
to ensure accuracy.

Lightweight and easy to install, 
DecoSplash® is DIY-friendly, 
or can be installed by any 
carpenter or cabinet maker.

CLEANING  
DECOSPLASH®

DecoSplash® is easy to clean 
with warm soapy water and 
a soft cloth. Easily maintain 
your DecoSplash® by using a 
regular household surface spray 
or glass cleaner. Unlike other 
splashbacks, DecoSplash® does 
not need scrubbing, and will not 
streak with cleaning.

WARRANTY
DecoSplash® has a 10 year 
warranty in accordance with 
AS 3715 and Qualicoat. This 
provides assurances regarding 
the durability, and firm adhesion 
of the powder coating to  
the metal. 

EDGES AND  
CORNERS

There are different ways to 
finish edges and corners 
using DecoSplash®. 

A black edge strip is available 
to use where the raw edges of 
the splashback are exposed, 
creating an aesthetically 
pleasing finish. Silicone can  
also be used instead of the 
edge strip.

For internal corners, the edges 
of the two splashbacks butt up 
against each other. For external 
corners, use two edge strips to 
finish off the look. 

Download the 
full DecoSplash® 
installation 
guide from the 
DecoSplash® 
website.
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Oatmeal
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DECOSPLASH® IS PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED  
BY LINCOLN SENTRY

NATIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE

P: 1300 551 919 
E: DECOSALES@LINCOLNSENTRY.COM.AU

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT 
DECOSPLASH.COM.AU

DECO AUSTRALIA 

P: 02 9603 1888 
E: INFO@DECOSPLASH.COM.AU

CONTACT US


